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PROGRESS TO DATE 



Propositions Sent 

YNYER LCR Greater Yorkshire 
(MP proposal) 

Greater Yorkshire 
(Hull proposal) 



Feedback on propositions 
On the proposals: 
• YNYER proposition well received in general  
• Government clear that that we  need to demonstrate our offer to 

them, especially given perception of our cash-rich geography. There is 
already some of this in our offer document (such as the £10m for York 
Central) but we need more.  

• Need to demonstrate the current issues which the asks will specifically 
overcome and how + the figures behind this 

• Some asks a flat no; e.g. stamp duty retention / regional schools 
commissioner 

 

On geography: 
• It is for local determination, but all authorities need full agreement to 

any geography 
• Deal with West Yorkshire being taken forward for Autumn Statement.  

Interest in parallel deal to cover a geography closer to ‘Greater 
Yorkshire’ with joint arrangements.  



STILL TO AGREE 



Geography Part of YNYER proposal 

Part of both proposals 

Part of LCR proposal 

Government is proceeding 
with a deal with Leeds City 
Region authorities.  Any 
Councils where universal 
agreement on full  
membership would not  be a 
part of the core deal (but 
options for associate 
membership). 

OPTIONS FOR YNYER AUTHORITIES FOR AUTUMN STATEMENT: 
A. No YNYER authorities part of devolution deal 
B. No devolution deal for North Yorkshire & East Riding, LCR authorities part of 

deal with districts as associate members. 
C. Parallel YNYER deal with joint arrangements with West Yorkshire to form 

‘Greater Yorkshire’ deal: with the question of Hull to be resolved. 



If the preference is C, agree joint arrangements 

Either associate 
membership 

Or/and joint 
arrangements 

Greater participation  in 
WY-led economic 

arrangement 
acknowledging functional 
economic geography and 

City-led growth 
 

Mayoral mandate only for 
full members  = “observer 

status” in practice 

Parity between 
WY, Y & NY/ER 

 
Greater 

opportunity for 
parity in deals 

A stepping stone 
to Greater 
Yorkshire 



If the preference is C, agree our local offer to 
Government  

• Expectation from Government of deals with both parties 
contributing 
 

• The degree of which a deal can be reached will be 
proportional to what we are able to offer, and determine 
which ‘asks’ can be taken forward. 
 

• We need clarity on this to be able take forward and agree 
‘asks’ or withdraw them. 



If the preference is C, agree details of ‘asks’ 
with Government 

• Chief Exec-led groups of officers working up details and 
directly with Government under themes to articulate: 
o What is the strategic problem this solves? 
o What is the evidence this is the right answer to the 

problem? 
o What are we contributing to the deal? 
o What will Government contribute to the deal? 
o What are the figures involved? 
o How will it be governed?  

 
• We need clarity on this as soon as possible to either be able 

take forward and agree ‘asks’ or withdraw them. 



WORKING TOWARDS 



What will happen at Autumn Statement? 

West Yorkshire authorities are working to a ‘Leeds City Region’ 
devolution announcement by Autumn Statement  
(25 November 2015). 
 
Aligning a YNYER deal as closely as possible with that offers 
the best chance of securing substantial devolution from 
Government, equivalent to  an HMT-led deal with a core city 
(as opposed to a “second division” deal with others). 
 
Formal Decision making processes will follow (in 2016?) 



A Hole in the Northern Powerhouse 


